2001 jeep grand cherokee speakers
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question. The r3 surround and reinforced cone assembly means more linearity and sound
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There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I have
a Jeep WJ The 4. I ordered replacements for both and they blew again within 6 months. They are
an obvious issue in these jeeps with instant crackling and popping from the stock ones. So I
took a chance and went aftermarket and bought this pair. The improvement in sound quality is
night and day. I can turn them up without cracking and popping. I'd recommend to anyone with
a jeep WJ get these you won't be sorry you did. I already had problems before I even hooked
these up. In the instructions it actually says make sure the terminals are not touching the
magnet. Sure enough all of them were touching the magnet. I have no idea. So I had to bend all
of the terminals down away from the magnets. On one of the speakers, the piece that holds the
positive and negative terminals into place broke as I was bending the terminal away from the
magnet. These have a lifetime warranty and I imagine it would get replaced if I insisted, but I
don't feel like waiting another week, so I just wrapped everything an electrical tape. The cover
material was also coming off on that same speaker. I will keep my fingers crossed. I can't
compare these to the stock speakers as they were already blown when I bought the Jeep. But
these sound much different than the powerbass speakers that I had previously installed and
can't recommend because one of them blew shortly after warranty. Anyways, these are MUCH
brighter than the powerbass. I had bought some tweeters to install because the lack of high end
on the powerbass speakers. I don't need to do that now, they have plenty of high end. Hopefully
these hold up, but they have lifetime warranty, and that's why I bought them. I'm giving 3 stars
because of the terminal issues. Images in this review. Just put these on today. The white plastic
plug and play connector to original connection was too small for OE metal wire connectors
inside plastic housing. They slipped on fine until you had to push the clip in for the rest of it to
fit into the metal connection. The 2 metal OE connectors kept hitting against the plastic on the
inside of the replacement not allowing for the connection to secure. I plugged the OE speakers
back in and the connection went right on every time. I took a screwdriver and kept tweaking the
plastic on the inside housing until it eventually widened enough to where it would accept the OE
connection. Had to do this for both speaker connections. Everything else fit fine and they sound
okay at normal volume, just hope they last. I have an 02 WJ limited 4. One person found this
helpful. If you have a WJ Grand Cherokee you know the stock tweeters are a huge problem. I
ordered these and had them installed in less than 15 minutes and they sound WAY better than
stock. My only complaint is that they don't come with bass blockers. Used on a 99 model WJ
Jeep to replace one aftermarket that had blown. Went ahead and replaced both with these new
speakers. For the size, these speakers give impressive sound quality when used with other
speakers in the complete system. They are plug n play with no needed modification to a Jeep
WJ. I've had these speakers for about a week now and I must say that I am genuinely
impressed. I am a rather eclectic listener so a variety of genres have been played and they all
sound great. I cannot believe how loud they get while maintaining a clear sound. JGCParts has
really produced a wonderful product and I would absolutely recommend these speakers to
anyone. Install Notes: If you think these speakers are hard to install, you are flat out wrong. I
was able to remove the old and install the new in under 10 minutes. The directions on their
website are very accurate and descriptive with pictures included. With the wire harness
pre-installed on the speakers, install was literally a snap. Anyone could put these in with ease. I
forgot to mention that the speakers have a lifetime guarantee. That is amazing and you never
see that these days. This company is standing behind a great product with an amazing
warranty. How could you possibly go wrong? The stock dash speakers in my Jeep wj were
completely blown and disconnected, so I decided to replace them with these. When you turn the
bass up high, you can hear a little crackle from one of the speaker but just at a normal volume

they sound fantastic. Installation was straight forward, great value for the sound. They
compliment the rest of the speakers in your WJ and make the sound clearer. If you've been
driving for a while with blown tweets, like me, just suck it up and buy these already. Geesh,
shoulda done this 5 years ago. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. These work
perfect! Easy install and the sound is crisp and loud! They were delivered on time and were
cheaper than anything else I was able to find. Report abuse. Took about 20 minutes to install
and now the factory Infinity system sounds great. I had absolutely zero issues doing this. Good
product nothing bad to say about them. Beats my cracked set. Easy install. Fits perfect.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Pages with related products. See and discover
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Upgrading 4. JL Audio upgrade 5. Mopar disc CD changer standard with most Infinity systems
2. When replacing a factory radio with another factory radio, it may be important to try and find
the correct model made for your Jeep. For example, some Chrysler radios have the clock
display defeated in vehicles that have a separate clock in the dash. Also, due to preprogrammed
audio equalization levels that are programmed into the vehicle's body control module, if a signal
from the radio is not recognized by the BCM Body Control Module , the unit will default to a flat
curve. Combined with various levels of speakers used from model year to model year, the
sound quality of the audio can be reduced. This affected units built before July 31, Component
removal. Standard Sound Radio unit and six standard 4-ohm speakers. Premium Sound Infinity
system Radio unit with external amplifier and six Infinity 4-ohm speakers. Mopar disc CD
changer standard with most Infinity systems. Optional Sirius Satellite Radio kit Adaptable to
most and newer factory radios. Introduced summer , service first available early Monthly
subscription fee required. For activation information see our Sirius Satellite Radio section.
Released April Available as of April Factory installed option on models. Packaged in a
vehicle-specific kit for models one kit for all Grand Cherokees. See our RB1 Navigation Radio
page for more information and complete specifications. Sales code RDP. Mounted in right rear
quarter panel. Included with most Infinity systems from For up, optional on some Laredo
packages and standard with most Infinity systems. The changer can be added to any and all WJ
models that have a factory head unit with the CD changer controls. However, since the bracket
fits into the same 4 body mounting holes it may be possible to re-drill the changer and other
mounting holes to make it fit. See also: CD Changer removal. Also available as an accessory
add-on for any model with a CD changer function on the radio. Infinity Gold tm system
availability. Optional Mopar woofer accessory kit. Discontinued in but may still be available at
some dealers. Built-in watt amplifier with 8" woofer. Interior matched color, netted storage
compartment. Includes wiring harness adaptor. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Fastest delivery: Feb 24 March 2. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
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1. Previous page. Powerbass 2. Next page. Featured items you may like. Customers who bought
this item also bought. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. In truth. These are ok. Semi harsh sounding. And
I truth these are not infinity speakers. The speakers are the same model as crappy but two in a
set style. These almost sound distorted. The ones I had before were AC Delco with poly

speakers. Sounded a lot better. Had them for years. Counselor find them again. So I figured
these would work. Buyer be warned. So so at best. One person found this helpful. I wanted to
stay with the OEM ones because I only needed to replace the one since it crackled every time
you turn the volume up past a certain point and Im not ready to change out the whole system
yet. They sound excellent and my Infinity premium system now sounds premium again. Have
been using the replacement speaker which was easy to install for over a year now and have had
absolutely zero issues! Good quality part, matching connector on the hardest made installation
literally a snap. I put these in my Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited and was able to plug them in
without any customizing. They sound amazing and I couldn't be happier. Great quality and clear
sound. I don't see a better option. Worked for my ram with infinity stereo. Direct replacement for
the center dash speaker. I like having sound back in my Jeep Liberty! I don't like that I had to
file down a dash bracket on the passenger side mounting to get the speaker to fit on that side.
These were listed as compatible with Jeep Liberty but apparently nobody ever checked the
passenger side for fit. Easy OEM factory replacement for my Jeep. No modifications required,
it's simply plug-n-play! See all reviews. Pages with related products. See a
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